
Vietnam’s wildlife
defender fights
poachers and
prejudice

A
s a small girl, Trang Nguyen saw a
bear stabbed through the chest with a
giant needle at her neighbor’s house

in northern Vietnam. The bear, flat on its
back, was being pumped for its bile, a fluid
drawn from its gallbladder that has long
been used in traditional medicine to treat liv-
er disease. “I had seen visitors to Hanoi zoo
who brought sticks to poke animals and it
really made my blood boil,” Trang, the
founder of local conservation group WildAct,
told AFP. “But conservation wasn’t some-
thing I really wanted to do until I witnessed
what happened to this bear.”

It was the first of her many encounters
with a global multi-billion-dollar illegal wildlife
trade that devastates species the world over,
fuels corruption and threatens human health.
The 31-year-old-named by the BBC in 2019
as one of the world’s most inspiring and
influential women-has spent much of her
time since then trying to end the scourge.    

She has gone undercover in South Africa
to snare traffickers and secured a PhD in tra-
ditional medicine’s impact on wildlife. Trang
has also set up her home country’s first post-
graduate course for aspiring conservation-
ists, to help more Vietnamese make it to the
top of her field. In the 1990s, decades of war
and isolation meant environmental aware-
ness was a new notion in Vietnam. Trang
recalls her parents telling her: “Only rich
people from western countries do that kind
of work”.

Now there are more local conservation-
ists, wildlife protection laws have been
enacted, if patchily enforced, and the num-
ber of bears kept in captivity for bile farming
has dropped by 90 percent in the last 15

years, according to Education for Nature
Vietnam. But as the country grew richer,
demand for exotic wildlife dishes soared and
animal parts sought for their perceived
health benefits-such as rhino horn and pan-
golin scales-became a status symbol for
some within the fast-growing middle classes.

Wildlife trafficking hub 
Today the communist country is a key

producer, consumer and transit point for traf-
ficked wildlife, says WildAct. Through cours-
es at Vinh University in central Vietnam and
community programs in wildlife trade
hotspots, Trang is trying to empower
Vietnamese people to resolve these prob-
lems themselves. In turn, she hopes they will
become a louder voice in the global conver-
sation about illegal wildlife trade, and help
shape policy. The responses of some global
wildlife organizations to the coronavirus pan-
demic, widely thought to have begun at a
market known to sell wild animals in China’s
Wuhan, were hugely unhelpful for campaign-
ers in Asia and Africa, says Trang.

One called for a complete ban on “wet
markets”, even though the term is used in
Asia and Africa to describe any market
where fresh produce is sold, while another
termed them “unhygenic”. “When things like
that are said it’s very difficult for conserva-
tionists to ask people to participate in our
work,” she explains, as they are seen as
“prejudiced”. Trang also wants more women
in conservation-a field still dominated by
men-and has written a book to inspire young
girls. Loosely based on her personal story,
“Saving Sorya” tells the tale of a Vietnamese
conservationist who must prepare a rescued
baby sun bear for life in the wild. Already
published in Vietnamese, and due out in
English this year, the children’s book has a
female protagonist-something she insisted
on despite being told “no-one was going to
read it” if she did.

Going undercover 
Trang’s own story is one of remarkable

determination. From the age of eight, she
pestered wildlife groups with requests to
intern and learnt English by watching the
BBC documentary Planet Earth late at night.
She won scholarships to study in Britain,
including for a masters degree in conserva-
tion leadership at Cambridge University, and
founded WildAct in her mid-20s. Wildlife traf-
fickers are in prison because of her.

“It was very easy for me to pose as a buy-
er of wildlife products,” she remembers of
her time working undercover in South Africa.
Around three rhinos are poached there every
day, largely for the Vietnamese and Chinese
consumer markets, according to wildlife
trade monitoring network Traffic. But it was
there that she learnt that the trade is not
“black and white”. “One guy I was helping
get arrested, he wasn’t high up the chain: he
was a poor person who got exploited... (and
was asked to) to go kill the animal and be
the transport.” After the arrest, “I was actually
feeling really sad,” she said. —AFP
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These handout images show preserva-
tion of hands and feet (above) and skull

(right) of the newly identified fossil tree-
climbing kangaroo (Congruus kitch-

eneri) from the Nullarbor Plain of
Western Australia. — AFP photos

This picture shows Trang Nguyen, founder of
local conservation group WildAct, posing with her
book along Hoan Kiem Lake in Hanoi. — AFP

T
he most remarkable thing about the
nearly perfect fossils was not that they
belonged to 40-kilo kangaroos that

mysteriously evolved to climb trees, though
that was remarkable enough. What really
startled paleontologists is that southwestern
Australia’s Nullarbor Plain, site of the discov-
ery, is a treeless shrubland and was thought
to be that way even when the newly named
Congruus kitcheneri hopped-and, apparent-
ly, climbed-across its reaches some 50,000
years ago. The Latin-derived name says it
all: “Null” for “none”, and “arbor” for “tree”.

The barren, slug-shaped region — 1,100
kilometers (700 miles) from head to tail-is
even bookended by road signs that say, in
all capital letters, “END OF TREELESS
PLAIN”. “I remember looking at the bones on
the hands and the feet with their big, curved
claws and saying to my colleague, ‘You’re
probably not going to believe me, but I think
it was climbing trees!’” recalled Natalie
Warburton, a researcher at the Centre for
Climate-impacted Terrestrial Ecosystems at
Murdoch University in Perth.

The “hugely unexpected” tree-climbing
behavior, detailed Wednesday in the journal
Royal Society Open Science, is certainly sig-
nificant, she told AFP. With the exception of
distant cousins in the tropical canopy of New
Guinea, the 60-odd living species of kanga-
roos, wallabies and other marsupials in the
family macropodidae-all descendants of
tree-dwelling, possum-like ancestors-have
long since evolved to make their way on ter-
ra firma. 

‘Completely incongruous’ 
But the find, Warburton added, “also tells

us that the habitat and environment in the
area over the last 50,000 to 100,000 years

were really different to what they are now,
and perhaps different to what we might have
previously interpreted for that time based on
geological and botanical evidence”. The fos-
sils, in sum, are “completely incongruous”
with expected behavior and ecology. Strictly
speaking, Warburton and her colleague
Gavin Prideaux, a paleontologist at Flinders
University in Adelaide, were not the first fossil
hunters to unearth this oddball roo.

But the earlier specimen of the same
species has been incorrectly slotted into a
taxonomic bracket based on a few partial
teeth and the fragment of an upper jaw. With
two full skeletons to work with-one male, one
female-Warburton and Prideaux were able to
reclassify what had been Wallabia kitcheneri
as Congruus kitcheneri, a sub-genus up to
now occupied by a single species, also
extinct.   Exactly what pushed these big-
boned creatures to evolve arboreal skills is
unknown. “Tree climbing would have
required a lot of energy and big muscles to
hoist itself up,” Warburton said.

“There must have been some pretty good
food resources in the trees to make that
worth doing.” The fossils turned up in the
Thylacoleo Caves, named after lion-like mar-
supial carnivores that lorded over the region
for nearly two million years until going extinct
at about the same time as the tree-climbing
kangaroo.  Exactly why the menagerie of
megafauna that populated Australia’s sun-
scorched landscape-including giant wom-
bats, one-ton marsupials and croc-sized
lizards-almost all died out at about the same
time is a subject of hot debate.—AFP


